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I B.Sc Mathematics

First Women Doctor in India - Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy
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 I B.Sc Mathematics

First Women freedom fighter - Rani Velu Nachiyar
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II B.Sc Mathematics

First Women Teacher in India - Savitribai Phule
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Dr. NeenaGupta
Introduction

Neena Gupta was born in 1984
at Kalkata, West Bengal,  India.
She is a professor at Statistics and
Mathematics unit of Indian Statistical
Institude (ISI), Kolkata.

Her Fields
Commommutative algebra and affine algebraic geometry

Career
Faculty at ISI Kolkata(Dec 2012 - June 2014)
Visiting fellow at TIFR Mumbai ( May 2012 - Dec 2012)
Visiting Scientist at ISI Kolkata (Feb 2012 - Apr 2012)
Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Research fellow at ISI Kolkata
(Sep 2008 - Feb 2012)
Awards and Honors
TWAS - CAS Young Scientist award in Mathematics (2023
2nd Ganit Ratna Award (2023)
Nari Shakti Puraskar (2021)
DST - ICTP - IMU-RamanujamPrize (2021)
The World Academy of Sciences Young Affiliates (2020)
Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Prize for Science and Technology (2019)
BM Birla Science prize in Mathematics (2017)
The Indian National Science Academy Young Scientist Award
(2014)
The Ramanujan prize from the University of Madra(2014)
Associates of the Indian Academy of Sciences(2013)
The Saraswathi Cowsik Medal by the TIFR Alumni Association
for her work on the Zariski Cancellation problem in positive
characteristics (2013)

D. Iniya Shilpha, K. Nuthumari, II B.Sc Mathematics

First Women IPS Officer in India - Kiran Pedi
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Dr. Bhama Srinivasan (Professor Emerita)
Early life and Education

Bhama Srinivasan was born on 22
April 1935 in Chennai. She pursued
doctoral degree in England and portdoctoral
fellowship at the University of British
Columbia through the National research
council of Canada from 1965 to 1966.
Career
Associate professor of Clark University in Worcester and
Massachusetts.
Member of the Institute for Advance study in Prineton, NewDelhi.
Professor of Mathematics at the Chicago circle campus.
Visiting professorship internationally at the Ecole Normale Superieue
in Paris, Germany and Japan.
Editor for proceedings of American Mathematical Society (AMS)
from 1983 through 1987
Srinivasan generally advocates pure mathematical research, resisting
the templation to find a practical application n for all mathematics.
Honors
Fellow of American Mathematical Society (2012)
Fellow of the Association for women in Mathematics (2017)
President of the Association for women in Mathematics
(1981 - 1983)
Contribution of Mathematics

She is known for representation theory of finite groups. Her
contributions were honored with the 1990 Noether lecture.
Book Written by Bhama Srinivasan

Representations of finite Chevalley Group : A Survey.
M. Balaji, S. Jothi Muthu

 III B.Sc Mathematics

First Women Pilot in India - Sarla Thakral
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Dr. T.A. Saraswathi Amma (1918-2000)
Date of birth : 26 December 1918
Birth Place : Charpulassery, Palakad District, Kerala
Full Name : Tekkath Amayankottukurussi Kalathil Saraswathi
Education

She did basic degree in Mathematics
and Physics in Madras University and MA in
Sanskrit from Benaves Hindu University.

She did her research under the
guidance of  Dr. V. Ragavan,  a Sanskrit scholar.
Workplace

1.Professor at Sree Kerala Varma
College, Thrissur. 2. Maharaja’s College,
Ernakulam. 3. Women’s College, Ranchi.
4. Shree Lakshmi Narain Trust Mahila Mahav
Vidhyalaya as Principal (1973 -1980)
Contribution to Mathematics

She has contributed to the fields of history of mathematics
and Sanskrit, through her work on Geometry of Ancient and
Medieval India.

Her work helps in the study of interaction between Greek
and Hindu Mathematics in the development of Trignometry.
Book

Geometry in Ancient and Medieval India.
Honour

Kerala Mathematical Association started a regular lecture
series called “Prof. T.A. Saraswathi Amma Memorial Lecture”
in 2002.

S. Jeya
S. Jamuna

 III B.Sc Mathematics

First Women army officer in India - Captain Lakshmi Sehgal
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Dr. Raman Parimala
(Supreme and Powerful Algebraist)
Introduction

Raman Parimala was born on November 21st, 1948 in
Mayiladuthurai. Nagapattinam district of Tamilnadu, India. Raman
Parimala is an eminent mathematician known for her contributions to
algebra.

Education
University of Madras (M.Sc) 1970
University of Mumbai (Ph.D) 1976
Tata Institude of Fundamental Research in
Mumbai.
Fields : Algebra
Nickname : Supreme and Powerful
Algebraist

Profession
Professor - Emory University, Atlanta
Mathematician - Zurich (1994), Georgia
University Teacher - TIFR, Mumbai
Plenary Speaker - ICM, Hyderabad

Contribution
Raman has made outstanding contributions to algebra using

tools of number theory, algebraic geometry and topology.

First Women Engineer in India - Lalitha Ayyalasomayajula
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Among her notable contributions are publishing the first
example of  a nontrivial quadratic space over an affline plane. She
has also worked on a solution for the second serre conjecture.

Her study of quadratic forms also led her to investigate real
algebraic geometry as well as complex algebraic geometry and the
cohomology theories that are linked to it.

Her excellence in algebra, has led to many awards and
recognitions. She is a fellow of the following Indian Science
academies
i. Indian National Science Academy (New Delhi)
ii. Indian Academy of Science (Bangalore)
iii. National Academy of Science ( Allahabad)
She has selected as Plenary Speaker for the International Congress
of  Mathematicians (ICM)

Prize, Awards and Honours
1. “Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award” in 1987
2. Highest Global Honours in Algebra (2010)
3. Srinivasa Ramanujam Birth Centenary Award in 2003
4. The World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) prize for

                 Mathematics (2005)

S. RajSundar
S. Maharaja

 III B.Sc Mathematics

First Women lawyer in India - Cornelia Sorabji
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Dr. Sujatha Ramdurai
(Algebraic Number Theorist)
Birth and Place : 1962 in Bangalore
Career
 Previously a professor at Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research.
Now professor of Mathematics and Canada Research chair at
University of British Columbia, Canada.
Speciality
Algebraic number theorist known for her work on Iwasawa theory.
Adjunct professorship position at Indian Institute of Science
Education and Research, Pune.
She wrote an article in the book Lilavati’s Daughters by the Indian
Academy of Sciences.
Working Area
Algebraic theory of quadratic forms.
Arithmetic geometry of elliptic curves.
Complex geometry, topology,
number theory and cryptography
She formulated a noin communicative
version of the main conjecture of
Iwasana theory.
Awards and Prizes
ICTP Ramanujam Prize (2006)
Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award (2004)
Alexander Von Humboldt Fellow (1997 -1998)
Padma Shri (2023) Kriegar Nelson prize (2020)

In 2015, she was diagnosed with brain cancer and had to
undergo an emergency surgery.  “ For me the main concern was
whether I would be able to do maths again . She said during one of her
TEDX - Talks”. This deep concern led me to think about why I love
mathematics so much, there is a sense of nystery, there is a sense of
being confronted with unknown, she said.

P. Bhavani Chent , S. K. Sabari
 I M.Sc Mathematics

First Women PM in India - Indira Gandhi
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Glimses of Female Mathematicians  Around
the World
1. Katherine Johnson (1918-2020)
Date of birth & Place : 26th August 1918

United States
Known for : Calculating trajectories foe NASA missions
Contribution to : She figured out the paths for the space craft
Mathematics to orbit (go around) earth and to land on the

Moon
Awards : Presidential medal of Freedom (2015)

Silver Snoopy Award (2016)
NASA group achievement award (2016)
Congressional Gold Medal (2019)

Died : 20th February 2020(aged 101)

2. Mary Cartwright (1990 - 1998)
Date of birth & Place : 17th December 1900, England
Known for : Cartwright’s theorem, Research about the

Butterfly effect
Contribution to : She contributed to important advances in
Mathematics function theory and differential equations
Awards : De Margan Medal (1968)

Sylvester Medal (1964)
Died : 3rd April 1998 (aged 97)

3. Maria Gaetana Agnest (1718-1799)
Date of birth & Place : 16th May 1718, Italy
Known for : She was first women to write amathematics

text book Instituzioni Analitiche”
Awards : Gold medal and a gold wreath presented by

Pope Benedict XIV in Honor of her
publication.

Died : 9th January 1799 (aged 80)

First Women President in India - Pratibha Patel
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4. Sophie Germain (1776 - 1831)
Date of birth & Place : 1 st April 1776, France
Contribution to : She was the first mathematician to ever
Mathematics formulate a cohesive plan for proving

Fermat’slast theorem
Awards : An award from the Paris Academy of

Sciences
Died : 27th June 1831 (aged 55)

5. Maryam Mirzakhani (1977 - 2017)
Date of birth & Place : 12th May 1977, Iran
Known for : She was the first Iranian woman to win a

gold medal at the International Mathematical
Olympaid  in Hongkong

Awards : Blumenthal award (2009)
Satter Prize (2013)
Clay research award (2014)
Fields medal (2014)

Died : 14th July 2017 (aged 40)

6. Sofia Kovalevskaya (1850-1891)
Russian mathematician
Contribution - Monumental contributions to analysis, Partial
differential equations and mechanics.

She was a Pioneer and icon for females in mathematics anbd
STEM everywhere.

H. Ramya Shankari
 P. Mariammal

 II M.Sc Mathematics

First Women CM in India - Sucheta Kriplani
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Padmashri Janaki Ammal
(The Pioneering Botanist)

Janakiammal  got Ist Ph.D in
Botany and She was the Queen of
Botany. Her memories are preserved
in delicate white magnalias named
after her, and a newly developed
yellow petaled rose hybrid that now
blooms in her name.She was famously
known as sugarcane Queen. She was
the mother of Indian Science.

Edaralath Kakat Janaki Ammal (4th Nov 1897 -  7 Feb 1984 )
She was an Indian botanist who worked on plant breeding,

cytogenetics & Phytogeography. Her most notable work involved
studies on sugarcane and the eggplant (brinjal). She took an interest in
ethnobotony and plants of medical and economic value from the rain
forest of  Kerala, India. She was awarded Padmashri by then Prime
Minister of India in 1977 and She received Padma Bhusan in 1979.

Family & Education Career
Janaki ammal was born in Thalassery Kerala on 4 November

1897. She did her primary schooling at Scared Heart Convent in
Thalassery. She obtained B.Sc from Queen mary’s College, honours
degree at Presidency College Madras.

First Women fighter pilot in India - Bhawana Kanth
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Research
As an expert in Cytogenetics, Janaki joined the Sugarcane

breeding station at Coimbatore to work Sugarcane biology. At that
time, the sweetest sugarcane in the world was the Saccharum
officianarum variety from New Guinea and India imported it from
southeast asia. In a  bid to improve India’s indigenous sugarcane
varieties the sugarcane breeding station had been set up at coimbatore
in the early 1920s by manipulating polyploid cells through cross breeding
of hybrids in the laboratory. Janaki was able to create a high yielding
strain of the sugarcane that would thrive in Indian condition. Her
research also helped to analyse the  geographical distribution of
sugarcane across India, and to establish the Saccharum spontaneum
variety of sugarcane  in India.

Awards

She was elected  fellow of the Indain Academy of Sciences
in 1935 and of the Indian National Science Academy in 1957.

The University of Michigan conferred a honorary, LL.D to
her in 1956 in regconition of her contribution on Botany and
Cytogenetics said.

The Ministry of environment and forestry of the Government
of India instituted the National award of taxonomy in her name in
2000.

R. Visalatchi
II B.Sc Zoology

First Women Governer in India - Sarojini Naidu
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M.Essaki Muthu
 III B.Sc Zoology

First Women IFS officerin India - Chonira Belliappa Muthamma
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Marie Curie
Introduction
Marie Curie was born in Warsaw on
November 7, 1867, the daughter of
secondary school teacher. She received a
general   education in local schools and some
scientific training from her father. She met
Pierre Curie, professor in the school of
Physics in 1894 and in the following year they
were married.

First Woman Scientist
In July 1898, they announced the discovery of the new

element polonium. Towards the end of the the same yeat, they
reported the discovery of radium. With With Henri Becquerel, they
were awarded the Nobelprize for Physics in 1903.

Marie Curie’s Contribution to Saving Lives
When World war I broke out in Europe that year, Curie saw a

way to apply her expertise to help save the lives of wounded soldiers.
She realised that the electromagnatic radiation of X - rays could help
doctors  see the bullets and shrapnel embedded in the soldier’s bodies
and remove them as well as locate broken bones.

Marie Curie Won 2 Nobel Prizes
Together with her husband, she was awarded of the Noble

prize for Physics in 1903, for their study into spontaneous radiation
discovered by Becquerel,who was awarded half of the prize. In 1911
she received a second Noble prize, this time in Chemistry in   recogni-
tion of her work in radioactivity.

First Women Entrepreneur in India - Kalpana Saroj
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Marie Curie Contribution in Physics
Indefatigable despite a career of

physically demanding and ultimately fatal work, she discovered
polonium and radium,  championed the use of radiation in medicine and
fundamentally changed our understanding of radioactivity. She was
known as the “Mother of  Modern Physics” for her    pioneer work in
research about  radioactivity. Marie Curie is remembered for her dis-
covery of radium and polonium and her huge contribution to finding
treatment for  cancer.

Marie Curie Contribution in Chemistrty
One of three units used to measure the intensity of radioactiv-

ity in  a sample of material. This values refers to the amount of ionizing
radiotion released when a element (such as Uranium) spontaneously
emits energy as a result of the radioactive decay (or disintegration) of
an unstable atom.

Conclusion
Marie Curie is considered to be one of the most influential

scientist of all time. On 4 July 1934, at the sancellemog sanadorium in
Passy, France at the age of 66, Marie Curie died. Marie opened the
way for many women to enter the field of science. She is the
inspiration of all women in the all over world.

R. Santhana Mari
 II M.Sc Physics

First  Indian Women got the Nobel prize - Mother Teresa
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Women behind Chandrayan - 3
Nowadays we are hearing “India is now

on the dark side of the Moon, India became the
first country to land on the south pole (Shiv Sakthi)”. While designing
the spacecraft, there are so many hardwork and dedication led by
our Indian Scientists. In this article , we particularly focus the
women behind Chandrayan - 3

1. Dr. Ritu Karidhal (Rocket woman of India)
Born on 13 April 1995
Qualifications : M.Sc, Ph.D

M.Sc in aerospace engineering at IISC Bangalore
Service : Joined ISRO in 1997

Acted as a Deputy director in Mangalyan in
Nov 5,  2013
Acted asa mission director in Chandrayan - 2 launched
by ISRO on July 2019
Acted as a senior scientist in Chandrayan - 3

Awards
i. Best Woman Scientist by Astronomical Society of India in 2006.
ii. ISRO young Scientist award in 2007 by APJ Abdul Kalam.
iii. ISRO Team award in 2015 for her important role in Mangalyaan’s
success.
iv. Also listed in BBC’s prestigious “100 Women”  list in Stem field.
2. Nandhini Harinath
i. Nandhini Harinath was trhe project manager and Mission designer
of Chandrayan - 3.
ii. Years active :  2003 - present
iii. Works : 14 mission over 20 years at ISRO
3. Anuradha T.K

She is the first woman to ascend the prestigious role of a
Satellite project dirstoe at ISRO.
Contribution : GSAT - 12 and GSAT - 10

First Indian Women to climb the Mount Everest - Bachendri Paul
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4. Minat Rohit
Born in Rajasthan , India
Known for  : Integrated Methane sensor,

 System engineer, project Engineer for MOM
Award : Team excellence award from ISRO
5. Hamita Dutta
Born on Calcutta
Occupation : Indian Physicist ISRO
Notable Work : Mars orbital Mission, 2014
6.Tessy Thomas
Born on Alappuzha, Kerala, India
Education : B.Tech, M.E, Ph.D, MBA
Occupation : Scientist @ DRDO
7. V.R. Lalithambika
Born on Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
Education : B.Tech, M.Tech
Occupation Scientis @ ISRO
8. Muthayya Vanitha
Born on Chennai, India
Education : B.E from college of Engineering, Guindy
Career : acted as a Junior Engineer ans Project Director in ISRO for
several Satellites including Cartosat - 1, Oceansat - 2  and Megna
Tropiques.

She was first project director for ISRO’s Chandrayan’s - 2 lunar
mission.
Awards

Best Woman Scientist by the Astronomical Society of India in
2006.

T.V. Yazhini
K. Jothi

 II M.Sc Physics

First Indian Women won a gold metal in Asian games - Kamaljeet Sandhu
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Dr.  

  
    
  



  


  


    
 








   




 II B.Sc Zoology

First Indian Women won the booker prize - Arundhati Ray
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Dr. Usha Vijayaraghavan
Usha Vijayaraghavan  born

in 1961 is an Indian molecular
biologist, worked in the department
of Microbiology and Cell biology at
the Indian Institute of Science. Her
major  research interests are
molecular Genetics, plant
development.

Education
Usha Vijayaraghavan obtained her B.Sc from University of

Delhi and her M.Sc from post graduate Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGI) Chandigarh. She did her doctoral studies on Yeast,
molecular genetics at California Institute of technology with professor
J. Abelson. subsequently she worked on plant genetics as post
doctoral follow with professor E. Meyerowitz where she began her
research on genes that regulate flowering. Her research group at IISC
uses molecular genetics and functional genomics to understand
various aspects of how gene activity is regulated in yeasts and plants.

Research Interests
Prof. Vijayaraghavan and her team are interested in

understanding the eukaryatic gene regulation at the transcriptional and
post - transcriptional level using molecular genetics and functional
genomics.Another project is looking into the regulatory genes

First Women musician won Bharat Ratna - Mrs. Subbulakshmi
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controlling cell fate and cell proliferation during
flower development. She has a research gate scare of  32.40 and an
 h - index of 18    (excluding self - citations). She is an Indian Science
Academy fellow (FNA - 1D : P08 - 1472) since 2008.

Awards and Honours
Vijayaraghavan has been recognized for her work and some of her
accomplishments are
DBT - Bioscience award
International senior Research fellowship of the Wellcome Trust, UK.
J.C. Base fellowship
Fellowship of Indian Academy of Sciences, bangalore in 2007.
Fellowship of Indian National Science Academy, NewDelhi.
Fellowship of National Academy of Science, Allahabad.
Sir C.V Raman Award
National Bioscience award for career development. Department of
Biotechnology, Government of India.
Rockefeller Foundation Biotechnology career fellowship.
Usha has served on the Editorial Board of the Journal of Biosciences.
She has been serving as associate editor for the Journal of genetics.

M. Muthu Mercy

I. Vijaya Durga

 III B.Sc Zoology

India’s first women autorichshaw driver - Shila Dawre
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Dr. 
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First Indian Women who received Ph.D in Science discipline - Kamala Sohonie

M.Selvi, A. Sonia kanthi
 III B.Sc Zoology
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 II B.Sc Zoology

Missile Women of India - Tessy Thomas
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II B.Sc Zoology

First Indian Ocenographer travelled to Antarctica - Aditi Pant
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S. Selva Rani

 I B.Sc Chemistry

Polar Women of ISRO - Mangala Mani 28
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Years of Millets
The united nations has designated 2023 as

the “International Year of Millets”. This  was
suggested by the Indian Government. Millets are in the news these
days, because of their high nutritional value and other benefits. Due to
high nutirtional value, millets are referred to as “nutri - cereals”.
It was endorsed by members of FAO Governing bodies and at the
75th session of the UN general assembly. More than 70 nations voted
in favour of the resolution creating to the international years of
millets.
The most popular millet variety is pearl millet, an important crop in
Africa and India.
India is the largest producer of millet in the world. It accounts for
20% of global production and 80% of Asia’s production.
Some of the common millets available in India are Ragi (finger
millet), Jower (Sorghum), Sama (little millet) Bajra (pearl millet) and
variga (proso millet)

The objectives of declaring 2023 as the International year of
millets are as follows
Elavate awarness of the contribution of millets to food security and
nutrition.
Inspire stakeholders to improve sustainable production and quality
of millets.
Draw focus an enhanced investment in the research and
development and extension services to achive the other two arms.

Global Distribution
India, Nigeria and China are the largest produces of millets in

the world, accounting for more than 55% of the global production. For
many years, India was a major producer of  millets, However in
recent years, millet production has to increased dramatically in
Africa.
First Indian Women won an Olympic medal - Karnam Malleswari
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Significance of Millets
Nutritionally superior
Millets are less expensive and nutritionally superior to wheat and rice
owing to their high protein, fibre, vitamins and minerals like iron
content.
Millets are also rich in calcium and magnesium.
For example : Ragi is known to have highest
calcium content among all the food grains.
Millets can provide nutritional security and act as a shield against
nutritional deficiency, especially among children and woman. Its high
iron content can fight high prevallence of anaemia in India woman of
reproductive age and infants.

Gluten - free a low glycemic index
Millets can help tackle lifestyle problems and health challenges

such as obesity and diabetes as they are glutan free and have low
glycemic index.

Super crop at growing
Millets can photo - insensitive and resilient to climate change. Millets
can grow on grow on poor soils with little or no external inputs.
Millets are less water, consuming and are capable of growing under
drought conditions under non irrigated condition even in very low rain
fall regions.
Millets have low carbon and water footprint (rice plants need at least
3 times more water to grow in comparision to millets)

P. Subalakshmi
M. Suseela

 II B.Sc Chemistry

Mother of Indian Science - Edavalath Kakkat Janakiammal
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Lata Narayanan
Lata Narayanan (born 1966) is an

Indian - Canadian Computer Scientist whose
research concerns distributed algorithms and wireless ad hoc networks.
She is a professor and chair of the department of Computer Science
and Software Engineering at Concordia University in Montreal.
Early life and Education

Narayanan is orginally from Chennai where she was born in
1966. She went to high school in New Delhi and is a 1987 graduate of
the Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani majoring in
Computer Science.

Next she traveled to the University of Rochester in the US
for graduate study in Computer Science earning a master degree in
1989 and completing her Ph.D in 1992. Her dissertation section
sorting and routing on Mesh Connected Processor Arrays was
supervised by Danny Krizanc.
Research
What is a wireless ad hoc network?

A wireless ad hoc network (WANET) is a type of local area
network (LAN) that is built spontaneously to enable two or more
wireless devices to be connected to each other without requiring
typical network infrastructure equipment such as a wireless router or
access point.
Career

After postdoctoral research at the university of Manitoba
Narayanan joined the Concordia University faculty in 1993.

Before leaving her current role as department chair, she was
associate dean for academic programs in the Concordia university
faculty of Engineering and Computer Science.

V. Thangamari
 II B.Sc Computer Science

Queen of Chemistry in India - Asima Chatterjee
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Kamala Sohonie
Born : 1911 in Indore, Madya Pradesh (India)
Family

Kamala Sohonie (nee Bhagvat) was born on 18 June 1911
Her father, Narayanarao Bhagvat as well as her uncle, Madhavrao
Bhagvat were chemists and alumi of the erstwhile Tata Institute of
Sciences (which later became the Indian Institute of Science in
Bengalore.
Education

Kamala graduated in 1933 with  B.Sc degree in Chemistry
(Principal) and Physics (subsidiary) from Bombay University, where
she topped the merit list. Her pursuit of higher education led her to
apply for an M.Sc degree at the Indian Institute of Science, which
was then headed by C.V. Raman.
Field : Bio Chemistry
Research

At Cambridge, Sohonie finished Ph.D in merely 14 months
and her thesis was just 40 pages. During her time there she worked on
potatoes and discovered the enzyme. “Cytochrome” a type of protein
in the mitochondria which plays an essential role in the electron
transport chain the process by which energy is created for organisms
found in plants, human and animal cells.
Discovered

1937, Sohonie received a research scholorship to complete
her Ph.D at the University of Cambridge where she discovered
“Cytochrome C:. an enzyme important for energy generation found in
all plant cells.
Award

Kamala Sohonie was the first Indian woman to get a Ph.D
degree in a Scietibic discipline and went on to win the “Rashtrapathi
Award” for her work on Neera, a palm extract that could fight
malnutrition among children from tribal communities in India. Sohonie’s
path was far from easy.

First Women Pilot in India - Sarla Thakral

P. Uma ,  II  B.Sc Chemistry
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Radia Perlman

Born : December 18,1951 Portsmouth,  Virginia, US.
Known for : Network amnd security protocols; Scientific carreer
Fields  : Computer Science
Institutions : Intel

Contributions
Radia Joy Perlman  is an

American Computer programmer and
network engineer. She is a major figure in
assembling the  networks and technology
to enable what we now know as the
internet.
She is most famous for her invvention of the spanning - tree -
protocol (STP), which is fundamental to the operation of network
bridges, while working far digital equipment   corporation, thus earning
her nickname “ Mother of Internet”. Her innovations have made a
huge impact on how networks self organize and move data. She
also made large contributions to many other areas of network
design and standardization. Example:  Enabling todays link - state
routing protocols, to be robust, scalable and easy to manage.

M. Suba

 I B.Sc Computer Science

Human Computer of the World - Sakuntala Devi
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History of Ada love lace
Adalaove lace - Augusta Ada Byron (First
Computer programmer)

Date of Birth : December 10, 1815
Place of Birth : Piccadilly terrace, Middlesex, England
Parents : Famed poet Lord Byron and Annabella Milbanke Byron

Contribution
At the age of 17, Lovelace met inventor and mathematician

Charless Babbage (Father of Computer) and watched him
demonstrate a model portion of his difference engine, an enormous
mathematical calculating machine.

Her detailed and elaborate annotations especially her
description of how the proposed analytical engine could be
programmed to compute Bernouli numbers were excellent.

Babbage only built a small part of the analytical engine, but
Lovelace’s efforts have been remembered.

She was a visionary who predicted that computers could do
more than just crunch numbers.

Although Babbage believed the use of his machine was
confined to numerical calculations, she used that content such as music
could be translated to digital form and manipulated by machine.
Honour

The early programming language Ada was named for her
(U.S. Department of defense developed a high - order programming
language)

Second Tuesday in October has become Ada Lovelace Day,
on which the contributions of women to Science, technology,
engineering and mathematics are honoured.

J.Swetha
 I B.Sc Computer Science

First Indian Women to swim across English Channel - Arati Saha
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Grace hopper
Hopper was born on

December 9, 1906 in Newyork city. Nvidia
has named their current CPU generation
Grace and GPU  generation. Hopper after
Grace Hopper. the Navy’s  Hopper
information services center is named for
her. the anvy named a guided - missile
destroyer Hopper after her. On 30 jhune
2021, a satellite named after her (Nusat 20
or “Grace” COSPAR 2021 - 059AU) was
launched into space.

In 1952 she developed the first complier called A- o, which
translated mathematical code into machine readable code - an
important step toward creating modern programming languages.

She was pioneer of computer programming who invented one
of the first linkers. hopper was the first to devise the theory of
machine - independent programming languages and the FLOW -
MATIC programming language she created using this theory was later
extended to create COBOL., an early high -level programming
language in use today.
Millitary Career

Allegiance United States Service / branch united states Navy.
Years of service : 1943 - 1986.
Awards

Distinguished service medal, American campaign medal, World
war II victory medal, National Defense Service medal, Armed Forces
Reserved medal with two Hourglass Devices, Naval Reserve medal.
Post retirement

Following her retirement from the Navy. She was hired as
senior consultant to Digital Equipment Corporation(DEC).

S. Malathi
III B.Sc Computer Science

First Women to score a double hundred in test Cricket -  Mithali Raj
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Coral Shaw
Carol Shaw is one of the first female

game designers and programmers in the game
industry. She is best known for creating the Atari 2600  vertically
scrolling shooter River Raid (1982) for Activision. She worked for
Atari, Inc from 1978 to 1980 where she designed multiple games
including 3D, Tic - Tac - Toe (1978)
Born : 1955 (age 67-68)
Alma mater : University of California
Occupation : Computer programmer, Video game designer
Years active :  1978- 1980
Know for : River Raid (Atari 2600)

Career
She was hired at Atari.Inc in1978, straight out of her Masters, to
work on games for the Atari VCS(later called the 2600) with an
official job title of Micrprocessor Software Engineer.
His first project was Polo, a promotional tie - in for the Raph lauren
Cologne. She also wrote Video Checkers(1980) and
collaborated on two title.

1. A part of the coinop game Super breakout with Nick Turner
and Othello with Ed Logg (1981).

2. Co - worker Mile Albaugh later put her on alist of Atari’s
“less publized superstars”

Works
3D Tic - Tac -Toe (1978)
Othella  (Atari1978) with Ed logg
Video Checkers (1980)
Super breakout (1981) with Nick Turner
River raid (1989)

S. Abinaya
I B.Sc Computer Science

First Women flying officer in Indian Air Force - Anjali Gupta
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Elizabeth Jake Feinler

Elizabeth Jocelyn Jake Feinler is a computer Information
Scientist. For decaded she worked at the Stanford   Research
Institute (SRI). At SRI, she was the Director of the network
Information Systems center where she managed the  Network
Information Center (NIC) for ARPANET  Defense Data Network
(DDN) and the Internet. Feinker was born in West Viginia.
Born : Elizabeth Jocelyn Feinler born in March 2, 1931
Nationality : American
Alma mater : West Liberty State College and Purdcu University
known for : Running the original ARPANET NIC at SRI

Later Career
After Feinler left SRI in 1989 she worked as a network

requirement manager and helped develop guidelines for managing
the NASA science Internet NIC at the NASA Ames Research
Center. She published was introduced into the Internet Hall of  Fame
by the Internet Society. In July 2013 she received the Jonathan B.
posted service development and administration of the Internet through
her leadership of the Network Information Center (NIC) for
APRANET.

Retirement
At the turn of the 21st century, Feinler was inducted into the

SRI Alumni hall of Fame. In retirement she consistently volunteers at
the Computer History Museum located in Mountain view, California.

A. Baama
 I B.Sc Computer Science

First Women Judge in Supreme Court - M. Fathima Beevi
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III B.Sc Physics

First Indian Women boxer to win gold medal in asian games - Mary Kom
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S. Eswari III B.Sc Physics

 
 

 

 

 



 



 











 

P. II B.Sc Physics

First Women Journalist in India - Vidhya Munshi
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S. Senthil Nathan , III B.Sc Physics

First Women Photo journalist in India - Homai Vyarawalla
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Rajeswari Chatterjee (1922 - 2010)
Rajeswari Chatterjee (24 January 1922 -

3 September 2010) was an Indian Scientist and
an academic. She was the first woman Engiuneer from Karnataka.
During her tenure at the Indian Institute of  Science, Bangalore.
Chatterjee was a                 professor and later chairperson of the
department of Electrical.
Born : 24 January 1922
Nationality : Indian
Education : M.Sc in Maths

Gof training in radio frequency from Washington
Ph.D in 1953

Occupation : Professor & Scientist
Service : Began with her husband in the field of microwave

engineering
Invention : A pioneer in microwave Engineering

Books : She had written many books
Elements of Microwave Engineering
Antenna theory and Practice
A thousand streams ; A personal history
Dielectric and Dielectic loaded Antennas
Special Advanced Topics.

Awards: She won many awards
Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar Award for first rank in B.Sc
M.T narayan Iyengar prize and the water memorial prize to the
rank in M.Sc
Mountbatten prize for the best paperfrom the institute of Electrical
and Radio Engineering.

Bhuvaneshwari
III B.ScPhysics

First Women IAS officer in India - Anna Rajam Malhotra
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Mother of Social work in India - Durgabai Deshmukh
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Mother of Indian Ecology - Vandana Shiva
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M. Sudalai

 III B.Sc Zoology

Rocket Women of India - Ritu Karidhal Srivastava






